
5000 Exec Pro
The flexibility of a compact unit,
with the power and unique features
of a professional air cleaner.

More Features. More Filtration. Better Value. Guaranteed !

The 5000 Exec Pro features
5 stages of filtration to neutralize
chemicals, gases, mold spores,
tough odors and particles.

Don't sacrifice power for portability.
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Professional features for maximum job-site efficiency.

Quick attach negative air duct
400 CFM's
3 speeds
One person portability
Industrial steel housing with powder coated "Dura" finish
Safety strip and color for maximum visibility
Solid handles and industrial wheels
Changes air in a 1200 sq. ft. room every 30 minutes
Specialty carbon blends for specific disaster related chemicals
Cost-efficient and easy to maintain
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1. Easy-Clean Pre Filter
Stops larger particles from clogging the HEPA.
Can be cleaned with a vacuum.

3. Carbon
18 lb. 2 / " Mac-B granulated virgin carbon
bed for maximum dwell time and adsorption.

4 & 5. Anti-Microbial Filters
Two anti-microbial filters prevent the growth
of microorganisms

2. HEPA
Medical grade true HEPA filter, warm rolled to
prevent cracking at the folds.
Traps 99.97% of all airborne particles as small
as 0.3 microns.
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5000 Pro D
Extra tough cleaning for jobs where significant levels
of airborne chemicals, gases, odors or mold spores
are among the main problems.
This air cleaner features an extra-deep 22 lb. carbon bed,
which increases dwell time, allowing more chemicals,
gases and odors to be adsorbed.

5000 Pro H
Ideal for use in dust control
or heavy particle abatement.
This is a HEPA only unit.

5000 Pro Exec UV
All the features of the Exec
with the added power of
a UV germicidal lamp.
Ideal for mold abatement.

More About our Exceptional
5000 Pro Series

Professionals rely on AllerAir for fast, efficient particle and chemical abatement.Professionals rely on AllerAir for fast, efficient particle and chemical abatement.

Superior Quality & Reliability
AllerAir's Pro series units are built to last and designed for minimal downtime and easy maintenance.

Exceptional Portability
Size does matter. Moving your air cleaner shouldn't be a job in itself. The 5000 Pro Series features all the
power you'd expect in a professional unit, re-engineered to be compact and one-person -portable.
These tough units can also be easily maneuvered into small spaces.

State-of-the-Art Filtration at an Affordable Price
The AllerAir name guarantees you more filtration, more features at a better value than the competition.
We're experts in air cleaning from residential and commercial units to large scale industrial cleaning.
Ask an air quality expert to customize a unit for your specialized abatement needs. We have over 40
blends of carbon available.


